Jewess states openly that bombing of Gaza children gives her orgasm, along with
thousands of other kikes celebrating on social networks the extermination of Gentiles in
the Gaza trip.
-By Egon
We must stop this by doing the rituals coming and the rituals given: topic10762.html
This is what Jews like to do to Gentiles, and what let them sexually excited:

From: http://nordicantisemite.com/2014/08/10/jerrys-writing-on-palestine-1082014
-----------------------------------------------------------

Bombing of Gaza children gives me “orgasm”: Israelis
celebrate slaughter on Facebook
Patrick Strickland 13 July 2014
https://electronicintifada.net/blogs/patrick-strickland/bombing-gaza-children-gives-meorgasm-israelis-celebrate-slaughter-facebook
Israel’s latest assault on the besieged Gaza Strip has been accompanied by yet another
sharp increase in incitement against Palestinians and solidarity activists on social media
outlets, such as Facebook and Twitter.
Facebook groups have been set up to call for the collective punishment of Palestinians in
the Gaza Strip. Others host incitement against Palestinian students at Israeli universities,
including posting pictures of and personal information about individual students.

The radical and violent anti-Palestinian climate in Israel is not divorced from reality.
After more than a week of Israeli government threats to do so, commandos launched the
first ground incursion into the northern Gaza Strip early Sunday morning, reported Ma’an
News Agency.
At the time of writing, there have been no Israeli deaths as a result of rockets fired by
armed Palestinian groups in Gaza, though much of the mainstream media have focused on
the impact of rocket fire on Israel rather than the staggering death toll in the Gaza Strip.
As Israel’s latest military offensive enters its sixth day, the Ministry of Health in Gaza
reports that 170 Palestinians have been killed and more than 1,000 injured.
Thousands displaced
“Four thousand people and rising are fleeing this heavy bombardment in the north; they
are in eight different UNRWA schools,” said Chris Gunness, spokesperson for UNRWA, the
United Nations agency for Palestine refugees.
“We call on all parties to respect obligations under international humanitarian law, and to
respect the sanctity of civilian life and the inviolability of United Nations buildings,” he told
The Electronic Intifada by telephone.
Gunness explained that during Israel’s Operation Cast Lead (December 2008-January
2009), more than 50,000 Palestinians took shelter in UNRWA installations across the Gaza
Strip as Israel’s bombs destroyed buildings and homes. “They believed in the sanctity and
safety of UN properties,” he said of those Palestinians who took shelter in UNRWA’s
facilities.
“As a result of military operations, the main office of UNRWA was directly struck and the
main warehouse was burned to the ground after [Israeli military forces] fired white
phosphorous” during Cast Lead, Gunness said.
Approximately 1,400 Palestinians were killed by Israel’s military during the three-week
long military assault.
“Gaza, Gaza a graveyard!”
Meanwhile, Israelis are taking to social media to call for a yet higher body count in Gaza.
A Facebook page for the group LEAVA — “Preventing Assimilation in the Holy Land” — is
dedicated to preventing romantic relationships between Palestinian men and Jewish
women and has more than 37,000 followers. The page regularly posts pictures of its
“activists” patrolling parts of Jerusalem and other cities.
On 11 June, a picture was posted on LEAVA’s page of a young man standing next to an
Israeli flag at a protest and wearing a shirt with the group’s emblem. Written above the
photo is the following: “Citizens of Ashdod are also standing with LEAVA. Waiting for Gaza
to be turned into a big blaze!” It received more than 2,300 “likes” in just two days:

A post published later that the same day gives what it said were words for a protest chant:
“Gaza, Gaza a graveyard! Very soon!” It received more than six hundred “likes.”
With more than 5,300 Facebook followers, a Jerusalem-based house moving company,
though ostensibly non-political, posted the following “status” in poorly-written Hebrew on 7
July, the first day of Israel’s latest attack on Gaza:

One of our advantages: we don’t observe Ramadan!!! We look after our clients and
we don’t abandon them […] we keep our word and go to every delivery. If you
already closed a deal for a delivery with a company that employs our cousins
[commonly used in Hebrew to refer to Arabs], it’s time to cancel and move to us.
0525530344. Why provide for those who kidnap our children? Have a good and
peaceful day!

Many Israeli Facebook users have posted violent and disturbing content on their personal
accounts. Talya Shilok Edry, who has more than one thousand followers, posted the
following “status”: “What an orgasm to see the Israeli Defense Forces bomb buildings in
Gaza with children and families at the same time. Boom boom.”

Edry’s Facebook timeline shows a pattern of calls for bloodshed against Palestinians.
Writing about the murdered sixteen-year-old Muhammad Abu Khudair, who was kidnapped
and burned alive by Israeli youth, she stated: “Sweet settlers, next time you kidnap an
Arab boy, call me and let me torture him!! Why do you get to have all the fun?”

Edry deleted the statuses on Sunday after screenshots of them went viral on Twitter and
Facebook.
Journalist David Sheen reported for Mondoweiss last week about the “terrifying tweets of
pre-army Israeli teens.” After searching on Twitter using the Hebrew word for “Arabs,”
Sheen found dozens upon dozens of Israeli youths “proclaiming their desire for all Arabs to
die and in some cases be tortured to death.”
“Feels like Kristallnacht”
Another Israeli Facebook page, “Dismiss Abu Hussein from Netanya Academic College,”
was created for the purpose of incitement against a Palestinian student at Netanya
Academic College.
More than five hundred Israeli students have “liked” the page, which was created on 11
July after Palestinian student Tamer Abu Hussein arrived on campus wearing a t-shirt with
the word “Palestine” and a kuffiyeh (traditional Palestinian scarf):

After a confrontation with a campus security guard, a post on the page claims that “many
students panicked and fled for fear of a hostile act of terrorism.”
It adds that police detained and interrogated Abu Hussein, though there is no proof
whatsoever that he did anything wrong. Ostensibly referring to Palestinians under
bombardment in Gaza, the post added: “Abu Hussein and every other student who
identifies with the enemy should be removed from the college.”
Netanya Academic College students also started a petition demanding Abu Hussein’s
expulsion from the school, claiming without proof that he “glorifies terrorism.”
Muhammad Abu Toameh, a friend of Abu Hussein and a student at Tel Aviv University, said
he and many others have also been harassed by rightwing Israeli groups on Facebook
throughout the past week. A group of students posted photos of him and other friends on
a Facebook page for students at Tel Aviv University which he said mocked the safety
concerns of Arab students on campus.
“The madness and winds of racism in the air, along with the pogrom-like actions taking
place in Jerusalem and other places, feels like Kristallnacht,” Abu Toameh told The
Electronic Intifada.
Deep-seated racism
This hate speech and incitement is not limited to fringe groups and individuals.
As Electronic Intifada contributor and award-winning author Max Blumenthal demonstrates
in his recent book Goliath: Life and Loathing in Greater Israel, deep-seated racism is
pervasive throughout Israeli institutions and society.
Writing for the +972 Magazine website, Israeli journalist Haggai Mattar reported that
leftwing demonstrators were attacked on Saturday night by a mob of Israelis chanting
“Death to Arabs!” in Tel Aviv. Mattar recalls:

By the end of the protest (and a little after it, when they chased us through the
streets) one person who had a chair broken over his head was injured and
evacuated to hospital, another got punched hard in the head, and one came out
with a black eye, someone else had their expensive video camera stolen, and
dozens of others hit, pushed, or eggs thrown at them. Some also said that the
fascists attacked them with pepper spray.
Leading Israeli politicians and public figures play an integral role in spreading antiPalestinian incitement.
Ali Abunimah reported on Friday that Moshe Feiglin, the deputy speaker of Israel’s
parliament, the Knesset, called for Israel to cut off all electricity to the Gaza Strip. “The
blood of a dialysis patient in Gaza is not redder than the blood of our IDF soldiers who will,
God forbid, need to enter [Gaza],” he said last Wednesday during a speech in the Knesset.
And just one day before the kidnapping and murder of Muhammad Abu Khudair by Israeli
youth, lawmaker Ayelet Shaked, a senior figure in the Habeyit Hayehudi (Jewish Home)
political party, posted a Facebook “status” calling for genocide against “the entire
Palestinian people.”
In a public letter written in Hebrew, an Israeli military commander declared a “holy war”
on Palestinians, who he referred to as “the enemy who defames” God.
The racist calls for violence are not limited to “times of war,” either. As I reported for The
Electronic Intifada last month, an Israeli Facebook page called for killing “a terrorist every
hour” until three Israeli youths who were then missing were returned (the teens were
found dead in the West Bank on 30 June).
Although the content of that page made it clear that the Facebook users consider all
Palestinians as legitimate targets, Facebook has refused to remove the page, despite
dozens and dozens of requests to do. Nearly 21,000 Facebook users “like” the page.
As the vast majority of the Facebook pages and posts mentioned in this article and others
about pervasive Israeli racism on social media have not been removed, it appears
Facebook has no problem with anti-Palestinian incitement, even though it poses no idle
threat.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note by HP Mageson666:
What this means is they are just going to hang around a riot and hit people in the back
and then run away. If you look at the history of such kike groups in America that's what its
always been. The kikejooz is not a martial race its always got the goyim to do all the
heavy lifting. The IDF lost 1500 troops fighting several hundred lightly armed paramilitary
troops of the Party of God during the war in 2006 in Lebanon. If you watch the video its
not an army its a troop of freaks running around crying and yelling and behaving like
teenage girls.
Kikes are king shit when their shooting handcuffed, unarmed Gentiles in the back of the
head like in the Soviet Union or turning their neighbourhoods into the surface of the moon
from miles away like Gaza. But when they have to go human to jooz into physical combat
against Gentiles who are armed and fighting back they shit their bagels into their
underpants and cower. The IDF got beaten badly in Gaza by Hamas. And lost over a
hundred troops, even heavy losses from their elite units.
Just look at a image of the average IDF troops. They can't even wear their uniform
properly its just a reflection of the lack of physical discipline the average jooz is all about.
Its actually demoralizing, but normal to them. The others are obsessed with trying to look

like celebrity models or street walkers in their military uniforms its just fucking strange.
The reason there is so much revolt in Israel against the draft is not for any moral reasons.
Its cause jooz don't like military service in any nation not even their own. They like to
shoot people in the back like Mossad does that's it. That's why the Gentile Arabs take it
out of them in every battle despite the inequality of technology and numbers. The Arab will
stand and fight and has a strong sense of honor.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------http://www.angelfire.com/dawn666blacksun/Jewish_Ritual_Murder.html
Other disgusting truths on the Jews:
Rome, Italy -- Italian and Russian police, working together, broke up a ring of Jewish
gangsters who had been involved in the manufacture of child rape and snuff pornography.
Three Russian Jews and eight Italian Jews were arrested after police discovered they had
been kidnapping non-Jewish children between the ages of two and five years old from
Russian orphanages, raping the children, and then murdering them on film. Mostly nonJewish customers, including 1700 nationwide, 600 in Italy, and an unknown number in the
United States, paid as much as $20,000 per film to watch little children being raped and
murdered.
Jewish officials in a major Italian news agency tried to cover the story up, but were
circumvented by Italian news reporters, who broadcasts scenes from the films live at
prime time on Italian television to more than 11 million Italian viewers. Jewish officials
then fired the executives responsible, claiming they were spreading "blood libel."
Throughout history, various groups have accused sects of Jews of ritually murdering small
children. One such account, that of Hugh of Lincoln, led to the expulsion of all Jews from
Britain in the 13th Century. Such accounts have generally been "discounted" but are so
wide spread that Jewish organizations have developed a name for them -- "blood libel."
The American group the ADL was founded to defend a Jew, Leo Frank, accused of raping
and murdering a five year old girl, Mary Fagan, in his Atlanta pencil factory in 1913. The
ADL claims he was innocent. A mob lynched him after the governor commuted his death
sentence to life in prison.
Though AP and Reuters both ran stories on the episode, US media conglomerates refused
to carry the story on television news, again saying the story would prejudice Americans
against Jews.
Jewish gangsters in Russia have become increasingly linked to traffic in "white slaves" and
prostitutes through Israel, according to a recent report in the Jerusalem Post. Israel turns
an official blind eye to forced prostitution, and does not punish Israeli citizens who choose
to own "sex slaves," as long as the slaves are foreign and non-Jews.
According to the Talmudic Encyclopedia: "He who has carnal knowledge of the wife of a
Gentile is not liable to the death penalty, for it is written: 'thy fellow's wife' rather than the
alien's wife; and even the precept that a man 'shall cleave unto his wife' which is
addressed to the Gentiles does not apply to a Jew, just there is no matrimony for a
heathen; and although a married Gentile woman is forbidden to the Gentiles, in any case a
Jew is exempted.' This does not imply that sexual intercourse between a Jewish man and a
Gentile woman is permitted - quite the contrary, but the main punishment is inflicted on
the Gentile woman; she must be executed, even if she was raped by the Jew: 'If a Jew has
coitus with a Gentile woman, whether she be a child of three or an adult, whether married
or unmarried, and even if he is a minor aged only nine years and one day - because he
had willful coitus with her, she must be killed, as is the case with a beast, because through
her a Jew got into trouble. The Jew, however, must be flogged, and if he is a Kohen

[member of the priestly tribe], he must receive double the number of lashes, because he
has committed a double offense: a Kohen must not have inter-course with a prostitute,
and all Gentile women are presumed to be prostitutes.
--Israel Shahak, Jewish History, Jewish Religion, Pluto Press, London 1994, page 87
British Link to 'Snuff' Videos
Jason Burke in London, Amelia Gentleman in Moscow, Philip Willan in Rome Observer Sunday October 1, 2000
Britain is a key link in the largest ever, international investigation into the production and
supply of pedophile 'snuff' movies - in which children are murdered on film - an Observer
investigation can reveal. The key suspect in the inquiry, a Russian who was arrested last
week in Moscow for distribution of thousands of sadistic child porn videos and pictures,
was traced following the seizure of his products from British pedophiles.
Dmitri Vladimirovich Kuznetsov, a 30-year-old former car mechanic in Moscow, was
identified after British Customs and police traced the origin of violent child porn videos
found in the UK back to Russia.
Last week Italian police seized 3,000 of Kuznetsov's videos on their way to clients in Italy,
sparking an international hunt for pedophiles who have bought his products. The Italian
investigators say the material includes footage of children dying during abuse. Prosecutors
in Naples are considering charging those who have bought the videos with complicity in
murder. They say some may have specifically requested films of killings.
British authorities yesterday confirmed that scores of Kuznetsov's videos, produced in his
small flat in Moscow's rundown Vykhino district, have been found in the UK. They are
concerned that 'snuff' movies in which children are killed may have also been imported.
Around a dozen British men have already been arrested and charged with offenses alleged
to be connected to the Russian tapes. A second Russian child porn ring, which allegedly
had a British distributor, was broken up earlier this year. The investigation into the
importing of violent Russian child porn, which led to the identification, and subsequent
imprisonment of Kuznetsov started about 15 months ago after Customs seized material
coming into the country. Since then there have been dozens of other finds.
'We have seen some very, very nasty stuff involving sadistic abuse of very young children,
but actual deaths on film takes it a whole step further. That is very worrying,' said one
senior customs officer this weekend. British paedophiles were paying between £50 and
£100 for Kuznetsov's tapes, the officer said. Further fees were paid for access to a website
that features pictures of extremely violent abuse. Though two men arrested with
Kuznetsov have also been imprisoned by Moscow authorities, only one of the three
remains behind bars. Dmitri Ivanov was sentenced to 11 years for actually participating in
the abuse that was being filmed. The others were released under an amnesty aimed at
clearing Russia's overcrowded prisons.
When officers from the Moscow Criminal Investigation Department raided Kuznetsov's flat
they found two boys in a makeshift studio. They seized a huge quantity of films and other
pornographic material as well as lists of clients in Italy, Germany, America, and Britain.
Last week Italian detectives moved in, following months of inquiries, and arrested eight
people. The police searched more than 600 homes and say they now have evidence
against about 500 people. Among the suspects were businessmen, public employees and a
university student. Several of them were married, with children of their own. Hundreds of
people are also under investigation in Germany.
The Russian videos, which had been ordered over the internet, were intercepted when they
came into Italy by post, repackaged, and then delivered by undercover police officers.

They cost between £300 and £4,000, depending on what type of film was ordered. Covert
film of young children naked or undressing was known as a 'SNIPE' video. The most
appalling category was code-named 'Necros Pedo' in which children were raped and
tortured until they died. Police in Russia and the UK believe that Kuznetsov and his
associates have been in business for more than two years in which time they are believed
to have recruited around 100 boys - aged between 9 and 15 - to be filmed.
'Most of the children were rounded up from railway stations. A lot of them came from the
suburbs, or surrounding regions and were from deprived, problem families,' said Kiril
Mazurin, a police spokesman. 'Usually when children like this arrive in the capital, they've
got no idea where to go and hang around in the station. It's very easy to entice this kind
of teenager - with a promise of a warm bed or a trip to the cinema.' Many were lured away
from orphanages. 'Children are not locked in,' said Mazurin. 'Anyone can come along and
promise them a meal at McDonalds. It doesn't take any more than that."
Some children were paid a commission to find other boys willing to be filmed, according to
reports in the Russian press, for a fee of between 100 and 300 roubles [£2.50 - £7].
Kuznetsov had given up his job in 1998 to devote himself to the lucrative pornography
industry. A self-taught computer expert, he was in the process of upgrading his equipment
to allow him to e-mail videos directly to clients when police raided him.
Many customers repeatedly ordered videos from him. The Naples newspaper Il Mattino
published a transcript of an alleged email exchange between a prospective client and the
Russian vendors:
"Promise me you're not ripping me off," says the Italian.
"Relax, I can assure you this one really dies," the Russian responds.
"The last time I paid and I didn't get what I wanted."
"What do you want?"
"To see them die."

